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Quantum Breaking Bad Quantum Break Breaking Bad

When scientist Walter Joyce learned he had cancer, he
began experimenting with time itself at Riverside
University.  After developing Blue Chronon, the unstable
experiment exploded and his brother Jesse and friend
Paul were cursed with time-altering abilities.  Now caught
between a third-person shooter, a shifty lawyer, and a
choose-your-own adventure tv show, can Jesse save
Walter before it's too late?

1. This show was major hit with Bryan
Cranston and Aaron Paul and was
spun off into the new hit series, Better
Call Saul.

2. The latest title from the developers of
Max Payne and Alan Wake, it's a third-
person action title starring X-men's
Shawn Ashmore, and Game Thrones'
Aidan Gillen.

Peter Pan's Labyrinth Peter Pan Pan's Labyrinth

In Spain, a band of pirates fortified an old farmhouse to
fight Tiger Lily and her Indian warriors, but one young girl
explored the nearby hedge maze instead.  In the center,
she found a young satyr who refused to grow old.  Follow
young Ofelia as she faces a tinkerbell-eating creature and
escapes the grisly reality of war by flying to the second
star on the right and straight-on 'til morning.

1. Robin Williams once played a grown-
up version of the title character.  Bang-
A-Rang!

2. The only film from Guillermo Del
Toro NOT starring Ron Perlman.  The
entire film is also en espanol and titled
El Laberinto del Fauno

Elder Scroller Coaster
Tycoon Elder Scrolls

Roller Coaster
Tycoon

In the world of Nirn, men and elves are raised from a
young age to enjoy one activity:  A day at their favorite
theme park!  As the latest in a long line of Dragonborn,
you must appease the masses with funnel cake and Log
Flumes to mantain control of the nine provinces of
Tamriel.  But be careful, if the rides are too nauseating,
your park will succumb to bankruptcy and oblivion.

Men and elves are raised from a young age to
enjoy one activity:  A day at their favorite theme
park!  As the latest in a long line of Dragonborn,
you must appease the masses with funnel cake
and Log Rides to become the hottest attraction in
all of Tamriel.  But be careful, if the rides are too
nauseating, you'll never become a theme park
tycoon.

1. Titles from this franchise include
Daggerfall, Morrowind, and Skyrim.

2. From developer Chris Sawyer, it's
the theme park management simulator
that's a little too addictive. Hard

Ferris Bueller's DayZ
Ferris Bueller's
Day Off DayZ

In the soviet suburb of Chernarus, a zombie-plague has
decimated the population, but that won't stop one hip high-
schooler from taking his best friend and girlfriend out for
one last joyride.  With a knack for crafting the perfect lie,
he'll avoid hungry hordes of the undead, desperate
survivors and one tenacious principal.  Sure, surviving the
apocalypse is tough, but it's nothing a ferrari and a
rendition of Twist and Shout can't cure.

In this open-world zombie survival game doomed
to Steam Early Access, a plague has decimated
the population, but that won't stop one hip high-
schooler from taking his best friend and girlfriend
out for one last joyride. With a knack for crafting
the perfect lie, he'll avoid hungry hordes of the
undead, desperate survivors and one tenacious
principal. Sure, surviving the apocalypse is tough,
but it's nothing a ferrari and a rendition of Twist
and Shout can't cure.

1. This John Hughes film launched the
career of young star, Matthew Broderick.

2. This mod of ARMA 2 eventually became
its own title known for its crafting system
and for proving even your best friend might
kill you for an axe or a can of beans in the
zombie apocalypse.

The Legend of Zelda:
Twilight Princess Bride

The Legend of
Zelda: Twilight
Princess Princess Bride

When a Hylian stable boy is lost at sea, the King of the
Gerudo kidnapped his true love to marry her.  Years later,
disguised as a pirate, the boy returned to Hyrule but a
curse in the Fire Swamp reverts the hero to a W.O.U.S., a
werewolf of unusual size.  To rescue his true love,
Princess Zeldacup, he'll need the help of a Goron Giant, a
master swordsman, and Billy Crystal.  Have fun storming
the castle!

1. This Wii title in the famous action
RPG series saw the hero, Link,
transformed into a wolf!

2. The William Goldman story follows
the exploits of Wesley as he fights for
true love disguised as the Dread Pirate
Roberts!  Inconcievable!

Rick and Mortal Kombat Rick and Morty Mortal Kombat

A mad scientist and his grandson are transported to the
Netherrealm after he gets too drunk with his portal gun.
Now they must enter a tournament to fight their way to
Shao Kahn for a chance to get back to dimension C-137.
Wubba lubba dub dub, get over here!

1. From the Creator of Community, Dan
Harmon, this animated sci-fi comedy
can be found on Adult Swim on
Cartoon Network.

2. This gaming franchise is famous for
the buckets of animated gore and an
invigorating techno theme song from its
film adaptation.

Injustice: Godzillas Among
Us

Injustice: Gods
Among Us Godzilla

In an alternate universe, Earth's greatest radioactive
reptilian hero has seized control after the tragic death of
his news reporter girlfriend, recruiting Wonder Woman and
King Ghidorah to his cause.  But some heroes, like Mothra
and Batman would fight his totalitarian regime before he
stomps all over Japan.

1. This fighting series pit DC's most
famous heroes and villains against
each other, even spinning off into a
popular comic series.

2. The radioactive reptilian has played
both hero and villain to screaming
Japanese citizens, stomping his way
through buildings and into our hearts as
the world's most famous Kaiju.

The Rocket League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen

League of
Extraordinary
Gentlemen Rocket League

In the late 1800s, a team of famous literary characters was
assembled to stop a global threat... by playing an extreme
soccer game while driving all-terrain buggies!  Join Sean
Connery, Dorian Gray, and Mr. Hyde as they use physics-
inspired hat tricks to become playmakers and saviors!

1. Writer Alan Moore wrote this graphic
novel using characters from famous
works of fiction like Dracula, 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea, and Sherlock
Holmes.

2. This e-sports hit is the sequel to
Supersonic Acrobatic Rocket-Powered
Battle Cars.

Batman Arkham Knight at
the Museum Arkham Knight

Night at the
Museum

The war on crime has moved from the streets to the city's
Natural History exhibit.  The new night security guard,
armed with a cape and cowl and a new utility belt, will
have to survive an evening of educational villainy from the
Clown Prince of Mesopotamia and CleoCatra.  Can our
Caped Crusader keep the fossils and displays PC
compatible until morning or will hundreds of gamers
expect a refund from the gift shop?

1. Ben Stiller stars in this family film
franchise in which exhibits come to life
at night with historical figures played by
Robin Williams, Owen Wilson and
many others.

2. The final chapter in the Dark Knight's
most famous gaming series, the game
was famously plagued by issues with
its PC release.
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The Ocarina of Adventure
Time Adventure Time Ocarina of Time

In the land of Hyrooooo, young hero, Fink must learn how
to play a magical instrument and gather mythical weapons
before saving Princess Zeldagum from the evil Ice King
Ganondorf.

1. This action RPG from Nintendo 64 is
still regarded as one of the greatest
games ever.

2. This Cartoon Network animated
series follows Finn, the last human, and
his stretchy best friend Jake the Dog as
the explore Candy Kingdom and the
rest of the land of Ooo.

OverWatchmen Overwatch Watchmen

In the latest franchise from Blizzard and disowned by
writer Alan Moore, you'll join an international task force of
heroes who must solve the murder of a fellow vigilante.
With the help of a god-like atomic hero and a gun-wielding
gorilla, director Zack Snyder will take you in pain-staking
slow motion to exotic locales like the Temple of Anubis, a
clock-like structure on Mars, and King's Row.

1. This gaming franchise was born from
Blizzard's failed MMO title Project Titan,
with a new story about teams of heroes of
four classes: Offense, Defense, Tank and
Support.

2. Often regarded as the greatest graphic
novel ever written, Alan Moore wrote this
series depicting the murder of a superhero.

Reservoir Nintendogs Reservoir Dogs Nintendogs

After a jewel heist gone wrong, six puppies must regroup in an
old warehouse to learn what went wrong.  They rolled over and
licked the screen just as they planned, but one of them must
have been a mole.  Join Mr. Orange, Mr. Pink and the rest as
they learn who they can trust and whose unbearable cuteness
was just an act.

After a jewel heist gone wrong, six puppies must
regroup in an old warehouse to learn what went wrong.
They rolled over and licked the screen just as they
planned, but one of them must have been a mole.  Join
Mr. Orange, Mr. Pink and the rest as they learn who
they can trust and whose unbearable cuteness was just
an act in this Nintendo DS classic.

Needs more nintendogs
hints - pet your dog w a
stylus

1. Director Quentin Tarantino appears
in the film as Mr. Brown.

2. In this pet simulator, you can pet
your dog with a stylus and teach them
tricks.

Hannibal Crossing Animal Crossing Hannibal

After your taste for human flesh lands you in prison, you
escape to a town of anthropomorphic animals.  Here you
live in real time, fishing and bug catching as you eat fava
beans and a nice chianti.

After your taste for human flesh lands you in
prison, you escape to a town of anthropomorphic
animals.  Here you'll catch bugs, harvest turnips,
and replace Clarice with your new dog assistant
Isabelle as you preside over this town as its
mayor and eat human liver with some fava beans
and a nice chianti.

1. Actor Anthony Hopkins originally
played the role in the film, The Silence
of the Lambs.

2. This community simulation series
has had several titles including Wild
World, City Folk, New Leaf, and the
latest, Amiibo Festival. Hard

Office Space Invaders Office Space Space Invaders

As slow-moving digital aliens fill the sky, you find
defending humanity requires more TPS reports and
bureaucracy than you can stand.  There's more to life than
clearing paper jams, firing lasers into the sky, and stealing
a coworker's red swingline stapler.  Don't jump to
conclusions, the alien's slow back and forth movements
may be the perfect metaphor for your cubicled career.

When slow-moving digital aliens fill the sky, you'll
find defending humanity requires more TPS
reports than you can stand.  You'll shoot rows of
pixelated enemies and steal your coworker's red
swingline stapler, but don't jump to conclusions.
Their back and forth movements may be the
perfect metaphor for your cubicled career, but it's
still up to you to keep the aliens from reaching the
bottom of the screen in this arcade classic.

Needs more space
invaders and space
invaders hints

1. This 1978 arcade classic is still
widely recognized as its pixelated
aliens are widely used on Etsy and at
gaming conventions as unofficial
mascots for retro gaming.

2. This Mike Judge film is a cult classic
famously lampooning the life of a
cubicle bound office worker with
memorable characters like a
disgruntled Michael Bolton and the
exhausting boss, Bill Lumberg.

21 Jump Street Fighter 21 Jump Street Street Fighter

Two young cops go undercover at Shadaloo High School,
overseen by their sonic boom throwing commander, Ice
Cube.  Channing Tatum and Jonah Hill star as unlikely
brothers, Ken and Ryu who must set aside their
differences to discover who's selling the psycho drugs and
what they plan to do with all of those Bison Dollars.

Two young cops go undercover at Shadaloo High
School, overseen by their sonic boom throwing
commander, Ice Cube.  Channing Tatum and
Jonah Hill star as unlikely brothers, Ken and Ryu
who must set aside their differences to find out
who's selling the psycho drugs and whether they
deserve a cyclone kick or a righteous Hadouken.

Needs more street
fighter. Add a haduken
to hints or description

1. The film is actually based on the 80's tv
show that made Johnny Depp famous.

2. This fighting franchise just released its
5th title, though that's only if you don't count
all the Turbos, Tournament Editions, and
Alphas.  Look out Chun-Li, Here Comes a
New Challenger!

Sucker Punch Out Sucker Punch Punch Out

At an all-girls institution, a team of buxom beauties must
enter the ring where they'll duck and uppercut green-
screened metaphors for their personal shortcomings.  Led
by a ponytailed Little Mac, they'll don school girl uniforms
as they assault Glass Joe, the Nazis and giant boxing
robots.

1. Emily Browning, Jena Malone, and
Vanessa Hudgens starred in the Zack
Snyder film, but couldn't keep the
picture from being a green-screened,
big budget flop.

2.  This boxing game franchise follows
famous under dog, Little Mac as he
takes on opponets like Bald Bull, King
Hippo and Mike Tys-- I mean Mr.
Dream.

Pac Man of Steel Pac-Man Man of Steel

After his spaceship crash-landed on a Kansas farm, a
round yellow-skinned alien was raised as a mild-mannered
human, valuing truth, justice, and a taste for fruit at the
end of each level.  When Inky, Blinky, and Zod, ghosts
from his planet, arrive to take over the Earth, our hungry
hero will have to down some power pills before chasing
them through the maze-like streets of Metropolis.

1. This famous arcade game follows a
yellow circular character as he navigates a
maze eating pelletes and out running
ghosts.

2. Zack Snyder directed this reboot of the
Superman film franchise starring Henry
Cavill and Amy Adams.

SexCOM and the City Sex and the City XCom

When aliens invade, romance journalist Carrie Bradshaw
finds she'll have to live a turn-based lifestyle as she
balances combat strategy and modern dating in
Manhattan.  With her elite unit of friends, they'll empower
their way through extraterrestrial combat to save humanity
and their love lives.

1. This game franchise has titles like
Enemy Unknown, The Bureau, and
Enemy Within.

2. This HBO series starred Sarah
Jessica Parker and has spawned 2
feature films.
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Fruit Ninja Turtles OR
Teenage Mutant Fruit Ninja
Turtles TMNT Fruit Ninja

After a green-glowing ooze mutates four amphibian
brothers, their sensei trains them in the art of fruitjitsu.  In
their mission to slice melons and pineapples in one swipe,
a new enemy has arrived: The evil Shredder and his
menacing army, the Fruit Clan.

After a green-glowing ooze mutates four reptilian
brothers, their sensei trains them in the art of
fruitjitsu.  In their mission to slice melons and
pineapples in one swipe, a new enemy has
arrived: The evil Shredder and his menacing
army, the Fruit Clan.

1.  In this popular mobile game, you
slice a particular type of food. Lots of
people debate whether Pirates or these
are better.

2. The four main characters are named
after Renaissance painters. They love
Pizza... April... and saying Cowabunga
Dude!

The Princess and the
Frogger

The Princess and
the Frog Frogger

In New Orleans, a young waitress dreams of opening her
own restaurant, but lives on the wrong side of the street.
To make things worse, an evil witch doctor has
transformed her into a hopping mad amphibian.  To
achieve her dreams, she'll have to jump from log to log,
catch flies to earn more points, and duck between cars on
a crowded highway to kiss a prince or become a pixelated
splat on the roadway.

In New Orleans, a young waitress dreams of
opening her own restaurant, but lives on the
wrong side of the street.  To make things worse,
an evil witch doctor has transformed her into a
hopping mad amphibian.  To achieve her dreams,
Tiana will have to dodge traffic on a crowded
highway to kiss a prince or become a pixelated
splat on the roadway.

1. The Disney animated film was a return to
traditional animation for the studio and is
loosely based on the Grimm fairy tale in
which a young girl must kiss an amphibian
that is secretly a prince.

2. This amphibious arcade classic was once
used in a Seinfeld episode in which George
Costanza must maneuver the arcade
machine across the street to keep his high
score in the game intact.

HatoFull House Hatoful Boyfriend Full House

High School dating can be confusing, especially if you're
DJ Tanner.  Recently you've started in a new school
where romance is for the birds.  With the advice of a rock
star uncle, that guy who broke Alanis Morrisette's heart,
and Bob Saget, you'll have to choose wisely, because
dating a pigeon or a mourning dove is much more
dangerous than living with either of the Olsen Twins.

High School dating can be confusing, especially if
you're one of three daughters to a widowered
father. With the advice of your uncles Jesse and
Joey, you'll have to choose wisely, because
you're the only human in a school full of pidgeons
just waiting to be romanced in what feels like a
Japanese dating simulator.

1. This 90's sitcom, starring Bob Saget,
John Stamos and the Olsen Twins, was
recently revived on Netflix with a
slightly updated cast.

2. This surprisingly dark Japanese
visual novel follows a human girl as she
dates the pigeons and doves at her
new school, revealing a past that saw
birds become the dominant species.

Dirty Dance Dance
Revolution Dirty Dancing DDR

You'll have the time of your life as you pound your feet to
the beat.  Your conservative Law and Order father will say
no, but foot-tapping the arrows to the beat feels so wrong
it has to be right.  Through hungry eyes, you'll move to the
sounds of the Legend of Max and Twilight Zone and
realize we're all just a little Cwazy for Swayze.

You'll have the time of your life as you pound your
feet to the beat.  Your conservative Law and
Order father will say no, but foot-tapping the
arrows to "ai yai yai I'm your little butterfly" feels
so wrong it has to be right.  Through hungry eyes,
you'll move to the sounds of the Legend of Max
and Twilight Zone and realize we're all just a little
Crazy for Swayze. Nobody puts baby in the
corner cause the options are only Up, Down, Left
and Right.

1. This famous film led to many Valentine's
Day back injuries as female fans jumped
into their boyfriends' arms, hoping to be
lifted like Jennifer Grey and Patrick
Swayze's iconic dance move in the last
scene.

2. In the days before Kinect, this dance
gaming franchise used gamepads on the
floor to track players steps as Perfect,
Great, Good, Almost, or Miss.

Magic Mike Tyson's
Punchout Magic Mike

Mike Tyson's
Punchout

In a small club in Tampa, Florida, there is one star who will
fight his way to the championship, out-dancing opponents
like Big Dick Richie and King Hippo.  Bobbing, weaving
and gyrating, Channing Tatum will win the hearts of
millions of women.  They'll call him Mr. Dream, but we all
know his real name.

In a small club in Tampa, Florida, there is one star
who will box his way to the championship, out-
dancing opponents .  Bobbing, weaving and
gyrating, Channing Tatum will win the hearts of
millions of women but to become a champion,
he'll have to knock out the ear-nibbling Mr.
Dream.

1. The film is actually based on Channing
Tatum's past as a male stripper in Tampa,
Florida.

2. This boxing game was originally named
for a famous lisping heavyweight champion
of the world who went on to have a
recurring role in the Hangover film trilogy

Little Big Lebowski Little Big Planet Big Lebowski

After thugs mistakenly urinate on his rug, an
underachieving sackdude demands that a wheelchair-
bound millionaire either create or share a new rug to tie
his room together.  Instead, he's caught in a kidnapping
scheme where button-eyed nihilists demand a ransom and
interrupt a perfectly good game of yarn-bowling.  Pour
yourself a white Russian because the Sackdude abides.

1.  Jeff Bridges starred in this Coen
Brothers film with John Goodman as
Vietnam-obsessed Walter and John
Turturro as an eccentric bowler named
Jesus.

2. This puzzle platforming franchise on the
Playstation consoles is narrated by
comedian Stephen Fry and regularly
releases themed DLC to outfit your
sackperson.

A-Team Fortress Team Fortress The A-Team

Court-martialed for a crime they didn't commit, a special-
forces quartet now hire themselves out as mercenaries,
their latest clients being Reliable Excavation & Demolition
and Builders League United.  Join Hannibal the Engineer,
Faceman the Spy, Mad Murdock the Demoman and B.A.
the Soldier as they pity the fool who tries to capture their
flag.

1. This 80's tv show made Mr. T a
worldwide celebrity, known for his
iconic gold chains and mohawk.

2. This Valve multiplayer title is known
for its cartoonish art style and its free-
to-play format supported by
microtransactions.  You can only find
this title available now on Steam.

Karate Kid Icarus Karate Kid Kid Icarus

When Angel Land is invaded by the evil Medusa, one winged
boy must train until he can catch a fly with chopsticks.  Armed
with only a magical bow, a mirrored shield and a nasty crane
kick, he'll have to wax on and wax off his way through Cobra Kai
fighters and rescue Palutena to earn his black belt and full angel
wings.

1. A remake of this martial arts film was
made starring Jaden Smith and Jackie
Chan, which was quickly forgotten in favor
of the original starring Ralph Macchio and
Pat Morita.

2. This NES title achieved cult status with
characters Pit and Palutena included in the
roster of WiiU's Super Smash Bros.  The
original title is rougly based on Greek
mythology and the fabled boy who flew too
close to the sun.
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Harry Potter and the
Sorceror's Hearthstone

Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer's
Stone Hearthstone

In England, a young boy who lives under a stair case
receives an invitation to an exclusive card tournament as
the chosen hero.  After a chatty old hat sorts him into one
of the nine classes for the Grand Tournament, our hero
will have to face the warlock who cursed him as a child
and use an ancient mirror to find one of the most powerful
artifacts in Azeroth.

1. The first book in a series of seven
about a school for young wizards
written by JK Rowling.

2. This online card game was a smash
hit for Blizzard, based on its MMORPG,
The World of Warcraft.

Reading Rainbow Six Reading Rainbow Rainbow Six

In an effort to encourage young children to enjoy books,
PBS and the United Nations put together a team of black
ops soldiers to counter the terrorist agenda that labelled
books as "boring" or "for nerds".  Like a butterfly in the sky,
LeVar Burton and his team strike back against any
organization that might discourage future Tom Clancy
readers.  Take a look.  It's in a book.

From the mind of author and video game designer Tom
Clancy comes a radical new thriller where PBS and the
United Nations form an international task force to
encourage young children to read. Like a butterfly in the
sky, LeVar Burton and his 6-member squad strike back
against any terrorist organization that discourages
reading. Take look. It's in a book.

1.  This was the first Tom Clancy
franchise to be made into a video
game.  The latest game was released
last December with the title Siege.

2. LeVar Burton has hosted this PBS
educational program about books since
1983.

Everybody Loves Rayman
Everybody Loves
Raymond Rayman

In modern-day Long Island, it's tough to platform by day
and raise a family at night, but now the evil Mr. Dark has
moved into the neighborhood!  As your wife Debra
struggles to cook an edible dinner, you'll have to save the
neighborhood Electoons with your telescopic punch and
nasally comedic voice but it won't be easy because your
raving rabbid parents live across the street.

1. The main character is so fondly
remembered, he has become the
mascot for his developer, Ubisoft.  His
franchise spun off into the popular
Rabbids series.

2. This classic sitcom of the 90's and
2000's was based on the comedy of
Ray Romano.

The Walking Dead or Alive The Walking Dead Dead or Alive

After a zombie outbreak, the Executive Committee
abducts several martial artists to fight in the mysterious
community known as Terminus.  To avoid becoming
dinner, the fighters will have to either counter their
opponents attacks or don a sexy bikini for some beach
volleyball.  Join Rick Grimes, Kasumi and Ryu Hayabusa
for the blood-spillingest, breast-jigglingest zombie
apocalypse allowed on cable television.

1. Based on an ongoing zombie comic
series, this AMC television show is the
highest-rated show in cable history and
was spun off into a prequel series.

2. Team Ninja developed this fighting
franchise, even spinning off into a
beach volleyball game franchise for its
bikini-bursting female characters.

Total Recall of Duty Total Recall Call of Duty

During World War II, a bored construction worker finds a
company that can implant memories of an exciting
vacation, but the implant goes horribly wrong.  Waking up
with the memories of a secret agent, he must fight his way
through D-Day and the Battle of the Bulge to stop a Nazi
conspiracy to horde breatheable air on Mars.  Also, there's
a chick with three boobs.

During World War II, a bored construction worker
finds a company that can implant memories of an
exciting vacation, but the implant goes horribly
wrong.  Waking up with the memories of a secret
agent, he must fight his way through D-Day and
the Battle of the Bulge to stop a Nazi conspiracy
to horde breatheable air on Mars.  Also, there's a
chick with three boobs in this Arnold
Schwarzenegger classic.

Need Total Recall hints -
can be more on the
nose with total recall
since it's older

1. The first person shooter franchise
has since spun off into titles like
Modern Warfare and Black Ops.

2. This 80's action flick was remade a
few years ago starring Colin Farrell,
Jessica Biel, and Kate Beckinsale, but
you may have forgotten.  The original
had Arnold Schwarzenegger talking to
a little mutant sticking out of a guy's
stomach.  Classic!

Mad Max Payne Mad Max Max Payne

In post-apocalyptic Australia, a police detective finds his
wife and child killed by junkies high on a designer drug
called Valhalla.  To find the producers of the drug, the
detective will have to join the DEA and go undercover
among the Puchinello War Boys.  With a reputation for
driving fast and shooting in slow-motion, it's no wonder
they call him the Bullet Time Road Warrior.

1. After years of questionable public
decisions, actor Mel Gibson, the star of
the original 3 films, was replaced by
Tom Hardy in the Oscar Winning title,
Fury Road.

2. A film based on the gaming franchise
was made starring Mark Wahlberg as
the title character and Mila Kunis.

Harold and Kumar Go To
White Castlevania Harold and Kumar Castlevania

When a pot-smoking young man feels overwhelmed by
the pressure to join the family vampire hunting business,
he drags his best friend into an epic journey to eat at their
favorite fast food joint.  On their journey, they'll brave the
dangers of New Jersey, confront the dark lord Dracula
himself, and survive an encounter with child-star Neil
Patrick Harris in one of Nintendo's greatest platform
games.

When pot-head Simon Belmont feels
overwhelmed by the pressure to join the family
vampire hunting business, he drags his best
friend into an epic journey to eat at their favorite
fast food joint.  On their journey, they'll confront
the dark lord Dracula, lay him to rest with their
trusty whips, and survive an encounter with child-
star Neil Patrick Harris in one of Nintendo's
greatest platform games.

1. Kal Penn and John Cho went on to
star in three films in the stoner comedy
franchise.

2. Though it's easily confused for
sounding similar, Dracula did not, in
fact, live in Pennsylvania.

King of the Silent Hill King of the Hill Silent Hill

The life of a humble propane salesman is forever changed
when he moves to a strange neighborhood.  When his
niece Luanne goes missing, he'll have to search the
sleepy and demon-infested Texas town, but with
neighbors like Boomhauer, Dale Gribble, and Pyramid
Head, his search could have several horrifying endings.

The life of a humble propane salesman is forever
changed when he moves to a strange neighborhood.
When his niece, Luanne, and his son, Bobby, go
missing, he'll have to search the sleepy, demon-
infested Texas town, but with neighbors like
Boomhauer, Dale Gribble, and Pyramid Head, Hank
Hill's search could have several horrifying endings.

Needs more King of the
Hill

1. This Mike Judge classic animated show
was based on a wholesome Texan
character from Beavis and Butthead and
aired for 13 years on Fox.

2. Fans of this horror game franchise were
famously angered when the title in
development with Hideo Kojima and
Guillermo Del Toro was unexpectedly
cancelled.

Mirror's Edge of Tomorrow Mirror's Edge Edge of Tomorrow

When aliens attack the City of Glass, only one rebel will be
able to stop them.  After accidentally inheriting the alien's
ability to relive events each time they die, a young woman
named Faith, played by a convincing Tom Cruise, must
use parkour-inspired stunts to save the day again and
again until she gets it right.

1. Tom Cruise and Emily Blunt did their
own stunts for the film, running an alien
warzone while wearing metal exo-suits.

2. The parkour-inspired game franchise
was recently rebooted with its latest
title, Catalyst.
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Paper Boy Meets World Paper Boy Boy Meets World

When a sheepish young kid finally asks out the lovely
Topanga, he realizes he'll need money for their date!
Taking on a news delivery route, he'll pedal his bike
delivering to subscribers while avoiding obstacles and
vandalizing the houses of non-subscribers like his
obnoxiously prudent teacher, Mr. Feeny.

1. Originally part of the TGIF block of
TV shows in the 90s, the show was
recently revived on the Disney Channel
with Corey and Topanga having a
daughter.

2. Is there anything more satisfying
than riding up the street on your bike
and tossing a rolled up newspaper at
the vicious dog chasing you in this NES
Classic game?

Big Hero Sixth Sense Big Hero Six Sixth Sense

In the city of San Fransokyo, a young man confesses to
his older brother that he can see dead robots.  When his
brother is killed in an explosion, his inflatable robot
accompanies the young man find to help his ghost move
on.  Together they'll learn that sometimes the greatest
twist in life is the friendship of a ghost robot.

In the city of San Fransokyo, a young man
confesses to his older brother that he can see
dead robots.  When his brother is killed in an
explosion, his inflatable robot accompanies the
young man to help his ghost move on.  Together
they'll learn that sometimes the greatest twist in
life is the friendship of a ghost robot.

Wording at the end of
the second sentence?

1.  Bruce Willis and Haley Joel Osment star
in M. Night Shyamalan's only worthwhile
film.

2.  The Pixar film about a boy and his
inflatable robot is based on an obscure
Marvel comic.

Shadow of MorDora the
Explorer Shadow of Mordor Dora the Explorer

After a young hispanic adventurer's family is killed by a
band of murderous Orcs, she finds herself possessed by
an ancient elfin Monkey known only as Boots.  Armed with
new wraith-like powers and her trusty backpack, she'll
search for Boots' memories, even if she has to say
"Bienvenidos" to every Orc in Middle Earth.

After a young explorer's family is killed by the
Black Hand of Sauron, she finds herself
possessed by an ancient elvin wraith Monkey
known only as Boots.  Armed with new powers
and her trusty backpack, she'll search for Boots'
memories, even if she has to say "adios" to every
Orc in Middle Earth that gets in her way.

1.  Fan-favorite, Gollum, appears
occasionally in this game set in the
cursed land of Sauron before the
events of the Fellowship of the Ring

2.  This Nickelodeon children's show
follows the adventures of an hispanic
young girl and her monkey friend Boots
as they ask your kids to point things out
on the TV screen.

Pikminception Pikmin Inception

When the Captain of a spaceship falls asleep at the helm,
he finds himself trapped in a dream world.  In order to kick
himself out of it, he'll have to lead a team of plant-like
creatures deeper into the dream.  He'll only have a few
days to retrieve the parts of his ship before nocturnal
predators get him or his sub-conscious ex-wife does and
he's stuck in a dream within a dream forever.

When Captain Olimar falls asleep at the helm of a
space ship, he finds himself trapped in a dream
world.  In order to kick himself out of it, he'll have
to lead a team of plant-like creatures deeper into
a dream within that dream.  He'll only have a few
days to retrieve the parts of his ship before
nocturnal predators get him or else he'll be stuck
there forever.

1.  Leonardo Dicaprio narrowly missed
an Oscar nom for his role as fugitive
dream expert in this Christoper Nolan
film.

2. Now with 3 titles in its franchise, this
Shigeru Miyamoto developed series
tasks you with gathering plant-like
creatures to solve puzzles in an
oversized landscape.

Voltrontourage Voltron Entourage

When Hollywood desperately needs a fresh young face,
one actor will call on his washed-up older brother, his two
best friends, and Jeremy Piven to pilot five lion-faced
robots and transform into the greatest robotic sex-symbol
the universe has ever known!

When the film industry on Planet Aris desperately
needs a fresh young face, one actor will call on
his washed-up older brother, his two best friends,
and Jeremy Piven to pilot five lion-faced robots
and transform into the greatest robotic sex-symbol
ever to be called the Defender of the Universe! Needs more Voltron

1.  This comedy series was one of the
longest running shows on HBO and
cemented Jeremy Piven as a star in his
role as frenetic Hollywood agent, Ari
Gold.

2. This famous anime franchise about 5
lion robots that combine to become a
larger, sword-wielding robot has
recently been revived on Netflix!

The Last of Up The Last of Us Up

When a fungal outbreak turns normal humans into
monstrous cannibals, a grumpy old widower is hired to
take a young girl scout out of quarantine.  When he finds
out her immunity may provide a cure, he straps balloons to
his house and they sail off on a heartbreaking adventure.

When a fungal outbreak turns normal humans into
monstrous cannibals, a grumpy old widower is
hired to take a young girl scout, Ellie, out of
quarantine.  When he finds out her immunity may
provide a cure, he straps balloons to his house
and they sail off on a heartbreaking adventure.

1. After franchises like Crash Bandicoot
and Jak and Daxter, Naughty Dog took
a strong dramatic turn with this epic
game about a sick young girl named
Ellie.

2. This Pixar film features an opening
that recounts a life-long romance for its
widowed character.  To save his house,
he'll have to strap balloons to it in this
one-word animated title.

Hyper Light Tokyo Drifter Hyper Light Drifter
Fast and Furious 3
Tokyo Drift

When a young blue-skinned nomad moves to Japan, he
learns the sentient frogs, birds and reptiles in the capital
city have harnessed a strange pink energy to swing
around turns when they street race.  Can our silent hero
win the other drivers' respect and find a cure for his illness
or will he cough up too much blood before Vin Diesel's
cameo?

In this homage to 16 bit RPGs, a blue-skinned
drifter moves to Japan and learns the sentient
frogs, birds and reptiles in the capital city have
harnessed a strange pink energy to swing around
sharp turns in their custom Nissans and Mazdas.
Using his light sword, can our silent hero win the
respect of Lil Bow Wow and the other street
racers' and find a cure for his illness or will he
cough up too much blood before Vin Diesel's
cameo at the end?

More on the nose with
both IPs

1. This indie title is an homage to Super
Nintendo RPGs and the protagonists'
illness is inspired by the developers
own heart-condition.

2. The third film in the franchise, this is
the only installment that did not star Vin
Diesel and only takes place in Japan's
capital city.

Law and Borderlands Law and Order Borderlands

In the Criminal Justice System, Planet Pandora is
represented by two separate yet equally important groups:
the Vault Hunters who investigate treasure vaults and the
ClapTrap robots who persecute the player's patience.
These are their stories.

1. This long-running procedural drama
show has spun off into several series,
including Special Victims Unit and
Criminal Intent.

2. The latest title in this RPG inspired
first person shooter is called the Pre-
Sequel and the series also spun off into
a Telltale Game set in the same world.



Mash Up Title Title 1 Title 2 Description: Draft 2 Notes Hints: Difficulty: Day 1/2/3

Golden Eye Love Lucy Golden Eye I Love Lucy

When Secret Intelligence learns of a weaponized Soviet
satellite, they send in the famous martini-drinking, red-
haired agent, Ricardo.  Mrs. Ricardo.  With a flair for
gadgets and hair-brained schemes, her high-class hijinx
would later inspire a groundbreaking first person shooter.
But before the mission's over, she'll have to report to M
because she's got some 'splaining to do!

1. This Nintendo 64 first person shooter
was a multiplayer phenomenon based on
the adventures of Agent 007.

2. It's the classic comedy about a Cuban
lounge singer and his mischievous
housewife who just wants to be famous.
This is Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz at their
greatest.

Raiders of the Lost Arkham
City OR Raiders of the Lost
Arkham Asylum OR Raiders
of the Lost Arkham Knight

Raiders of the Lost
Ark

Batman Arkham
City

When a billionaire archaeology professor learns the Nazis
are turning his city into a walled prison, he dons a cape
and cowl and his trusty whip to recover a powerful
religious artifact before it falls into the wrong hands.  Can
our Caped Crusader survive the likes of Two Face, the
Penguin and a giant rolling boulder?

1. The first in Harrison Ford's famous
adventure series, this film spawned a
popular trilogy.  That's right, trilogy.
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull never
happened.

2. In the second game of the series, the
Dark Knight must face off against villain
Hugo Strange who has turned part of
Gotham into a citywide prison!

Katamari Poppins Katamari Damacy Mary Poppins

When all the stars in the sky fall to earth, it's up to an
umbrella wielding nanny and two bratty young brits to
swallow their medicine with a spoonful of sugar and roll up
cows, carousel horses and buildings into a giant ball to
rebuild the night sky so the King of All Cosmos can go fly
a kite.

1. This classic Disney musical stars Julie
Andrews as the famous nanny and Dick
Van Dyke as a friendly chimney sweep.

2. After the success of its original title,
Damacy, this series has had several games
using your favorite sticky ball that picks up
anything and everything as you roll it on
Playstation or on your mobile phone!

(Hard/ Half
Rhyme)

School of Rock Man School of Rock
Rock Man (Mega
Man)

When a down-on-his luck robot musician cons his way into
substitute teaching an elementary music class, he decides
to make the students a band.  But soon Principal Wiley
and the robotic PTA question if he's acquired the leaf
shield, the thunder beam, and other master weapons
necessary to become a teacher.  They'll call him Mega in
America, but originally Jack Black went by a name closer
to his musical style.

1. Everyone's favorite blue robot from
Capcom was recently included in the
roster of Super Smash Bros. after
years platforming fun.

2. This film starring Jack Black as a
guitar playing substitute teacher also
launched Miranda Cosgrove's career.

Creature from the Black
Splatoon

Creature from the
Black Lagoon Splatoon

In the inky marshlands deep in the Amazon, scientists
discovered a fossil linking man to a hideous, scaly
Universal Monster.  Part man, part fish, part squid, the
scientists were soon under attack when the Inkling
gathered up to 8 friends for online multiplayer in gritty
black and white Stereoscopic 3D!

In the inky lagoon deep in the Amazon, scientists
discovered a fossil linking man to a hideous, scaly
creature.  Part man, part fish, part squid, the
scientists were soon under attack when the
Inkling gathered up to 8 friends for online
multiplayer in gritty black and white Stereoscopic
3D!

1. The titular scaly, swimming monster
has often been associated with
Frankenstein, Dracula and the Mummy
as the Universal Monsters.

2. This Nintendo multiplayer title lets
you hose down your friends with squid
ink in a family-friendly shooter.

The Jungle Book of Mormon Jungle Book Book of Mormon

After years of being raised by wolves, a young boy is
excited to take the wolves teachings to a remote Ugandan
village.  While their, he finds the villagers are preoccupied
by famine and illness and a striped African Warlord named
Shere Khan.  Faced with a crisis of faith, young Mowgli will
need the help of fellow Elders Baloo and Bagheera to
keep up his cheery demeanor.

After being raised by the wolves of latter day saints, a
young boy is excited to take their teachings to a remote
Ugandan village, but he finds the villagers are
preoccupied by famine, illness and a striped African
Warlord named Shere Khan.  In a crisis of faith, young
Mowgli will need the help of fellow Elders, Baloo and
Bagheera, to keep up his cheery demeanor in this
Broadway smash hit from Rudyard Kipling and the
creators of South Park!

Needs to hit book of
mormon on the nose
more. From the creators
of South Park, comes a
broadway musical.
Maybe a play on the
word mormon or the
church of jesus christ of
latter day saints

1.  Disney's latest adaptation of
Rudyard Kipling's novel recently hit
theaters directed by Jon Favreau!

2. This Broadway hit from the Creators
of South Park won several Tony
Awards for its story poking fun at the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.

Don't Starve Trek Don't Starve Star Trek

When a federation vessel crash lands on dark, dreary
world, the womanizing captain is left alone to gather food
and firewood to maintain his sanity, but as night falls, he'll
need to craft himself an axe or set his phaser to kill to fight
giant spiders and an invisible attacker named Charlie.
How many days can you keep Captain Kirk alive before
the hunger drives him insane?

When a federation vessel crash lands on dark,
dreary world, the captain is left alone to gather
food and firewood to maintain his sanity, but as
night falls, he'll need to craft himself an axe or set
his phaser to kill to fight giant spiders and an
invisible attacker named Charlie.  How many days
can you keep Captain Kirk alive before he's driven
insane from starvation?

1.  This classic series has been spun
off several times into series like The
Next Generation, Deep Space Nine,
Voyager, Enterprise and several
feature films.

2. This indie wilderness survival game
was first released on Steam and
follows Wilson who must face
supernatural creatures and stay fed
and mentally stable in a dreary world.

Teen Wolfenstein Teen Wolf Wolfenstein

When a high schooler learns he has inherited the family's
hair-raising curse, he'll use his newfound nazi-killing skills
to become the big man on campus.  Slam-dunking, van-
surfing, and machine-gunning his way through an old Nazi
Castle, you can't help but love this classic Michael J. Fox
first person shooter!

1. The 80's cult hit about a slam-
dunking high school werewolf was
recently reimagined on MTV as drama
TV series.

2. This classic first person shooter is
often confused with Doom though in
this title you must clear a German
castle of machine gun wielding nazis.

Land Before Time Crisis Land Before Time Time Crisis

When a herd of dinosaurs migrates to find more plants to
eat, they come under attack by mercenaries!  With a
ticking-clock, a pair of light guns and a foot-pedaled duck
and cover strategy, one longneck will fight back with his
friends Sara, Petrie, Duckie and Spike in this classic
arcade shooter.

When a herd of dinosaurs migrates to find more
plants to eat, they come under attack by
mercenaries!  With a ticking-clock and pair of light
guns, Littlefoot, Sara, Petrie, Duckie and Spike
must utilize the pedal-operated cover system to
reload their guns in this classic arcade shooter by
Namco.

1. An arcade favorite, this title was later
ported to Playstation so console
gamers could play as Richard Miller in
this rail shooting game with a
countdown timer.

2. This animated family classic has
spawned several straight-to-dvd
sequels starring our favorite young
dinosaurs.  Seriously, there are like 10
sequels.
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How Interstellar Got Her
Groove Back Interstellar

How Stella Got
Her Groove Back

When a successful African-American stockbroker decides to take
a vacation, she is instead sent into space to find a suitable planet
for humanity to colonize.  Along the way, she'll have to survive a
planet-wide tidal wave and her budding romance with a younger
man.  Matthew McConaughey, Angela Bassett, and Whoopi
Goldberg star in the Christopher Nolan film that inspired middle-
aged women everywhere to reach for the stars.

1. This one word film title follows
Matthew McConaughey and Anne
Hathaway through a wormhole to find
new planets.

2. In this 90's film, a business woman
named Stella travels to Jamaica to
rediscover the woman she wants to be
while falling for a handsome young
Taye Diggs.

Crouching Tiger Woods PGA
Tour

Crouching Tiger
Hidden Dragon

Tiger Woods PGA
Tour

During the Qing Dynasty, a legendary golfer gifted his 3-
wood of Destiny to a Chinese aristocrat but it was then
stolen by a masked warrior.  To track down the stolen
blade, several warriors will have to defy gravity and play
18 holes at Torrey Pines and Augusta National in a
beautiful display of swordplay and putting from golf's most
famous cheating husband.

Directed by Ang Lee, a legendary golfer gifted his
3-wood of Destiny to a Chinese aristocrat but it
was then stolen by a masked warrior.  To track
down the stolen blade, several warriors will have
to defy gravity and play 18 holes at Torrey Pines
and Augusta National in a beautiful display of
swordplay and putting from golf's most famous
cheating husband.

1. This oscar winning foreign film saw
martial artists sword fighting while
surreally floating on air.  Netflix recently
revived the franchise with "The Sword
of Destiny"

2. This golfing video game is headlined
by the world's most famous golfer to be
named after a striped endangered
species.

Pinky and the Brain Age
Pinky and the
Brain Brain Age

In 2006, two laboratory mice released a Nintendo DS
game promising to train you in just minutes a day!  As you
enjoy the Sudoku and Quick Play puzzles, you are
unwittingly part of their latest scheme to take over the
world!  But don't worry, their genes have been spliced and
one of the mice thinks at less than walking speed.  Narf!

1. This franchise is actually based on a
book by Dr. Kawashima about training
your grey matter with puzzles.

2. This cartoon about a pair of mice
was a segment in Animaniacs before it
received its own spinoff series.

John Wicked John Wick Wicked

When a punk kid from Kansas murders his dog (a gift from
his old friend Glinda), a witch comes out of retirement to
get vengeance.  When the kid runs to the Emerald City for
protection, he'll learn that even his Mafia wizard father
can't protect him from the wrath of Keanu Reeves in this
Broadway smash-hit.

When a punk kid kills Elphaba's dog, the only
thing Fiyero left behind, this witch comes out of
retirement to get even. Played by Keanu Reeves
in green face, Elphaba will blaster her way
through Russian mobsters to exact revenge on
her dog's murderer.

1. Keanu Reeves character name is the
title of this instant classic with his last
name reminiscent of the lit string on a
candle.

2. This one word Broadway title is from
the adjective commonly used in
Munchkinland to refer to the Witch of
the West.

Wayne's World of Warcraft Wayne's World World of Warcraft

When two rock-n-roll fans start a basic cable show in
suburban Kalimdor, a major network offers them a chance
to air their show in all of Azeroth.  Unfortunately, the
leader of the Network Horde refuses to let the boys Party
On and has his eyes on our hero's girlfriend, sexy
rockstar, Tia Carrere!

When two rock-n-roll fans, played by Mike Meyers
and Dana Carvey, start a basic cable show in
suburban Kalimdor, a major network offers them a
chance to air their show in all of Azeroth.
Unfortunately, the leader of the Network Horde
refuses to let the boys Party On and has his eyes
on our hero's girlfriend, sexy rockstar, Tia
Carrere!

1. Mike Myers and Dana Carvey star in this
Saturday Night Live spinoff film as best
friends Wayne and Garth.

2. Perhaps the universe's most famous
MMORPG, the game was once parodied in
an episode of South Park.

Soylent Green Lantern Soylent Green Green Lantern

In this 70's sci-fi classic, the world is plagued by pollution
and overpopulation.  To save the people, Charlton Heston
will have to discover a dying alien, inherit his emerald ring,
and join an intergalactic police corps.  Luckily, back on
Earth, the citizens are being fed a new processed food
supply said to contain high energy plankton.
Unfortunately, the space age Justice Leaguer will soon
learn this new food supply is actually people!  It's people!

1. It's people!  Charlton Heston screams
this warning about the new food supply that
is named after the corporation that created
it and it's emerald coloration.

2. Ryan Reynolds played the Jade Justice
League hero in a somewhat forgettable film
adaptation in 2011 with Blake Lively as
Carol Ferris.

The Hangoverwatch The Hangover Overwatch

After an epic night in Vegas, 4 members of an elite unit of
heroes discover that they've lost one of their friends.  To
find him, they'll have to play Blizzard's new MMO, steal
Mike Tyson's pet tiger, and marry a stripper in the Temple
of Anubis.  With a gun on each arm and a baby strapped
to your chest, you'll need to play 6v6 as your squad either
assaults or escorts your friend Doug to safety.

1. Bradley Cooper, Ed Helms and Zach
Galifaniakis starred in the Vegas comedy hit
that has since become a trilogy.

1. This gaming franchise was born from
Blizzard's failed MMO title Project Titan,
with a new story about teams of heroes of
four classes: Offense, Defense, Tank and
Support.

Boondock Saints Row Boondock Saints Saints Row

In this hip-hop inspired sandbox game, two Irish brothers
are saved by the Third Street Saints gang.  While
outrunning an eccentric detective, played by Willem
Dafoe, the brothers will have to take out rival gangs while
using the Latin phrases they learned in Sunday school and
placing pennies over the eyes of their victims.

1. This cult hit starred Norman Reedus,
Daryl from The Walking Dead, as one of the
Irish brothers.  A sequel was made called
"All Saints Day"

2. This open world hip hop gang-inspired
franchise now has 5 games in the franchise,
with the latest releasing in 2015 called Gat
Out of Hell.

The Hunger Game of
Thrones Hunger Games Game of Thrones

In the land of Panemsteros, each of the 12 districts send
two young warriors to compete in a brutal televised
deathmatch to entertain the aristocracy in King's Landing.
Follow young Katnaeres Targaerideen as she must
survive the other warriors, gather an army, raise three
young dragons and eventually, we hope, fight against
President Snow and his army of white walkers.

1. This young adult franchise recently
released its final film adaptation,
Mockingjay Part 2.

2. This HBO hit was based on the novels of
George R.R. Martin until the source
material ran out!

Are You Afraid of the Dark
Souls?

Are You Afraid of
the Dark? Dark Souls

Six Feet Undertale Six Feet Under Undertale


